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BEVAN, JACQUELINE £4,111 £1,033 £161 £382 £5,687

BOWER, JENNIFER £4,111 £1,409 £180 £0 £5,700

BRIGHT, RICHARD £4,111 £197 £4,308

BULL, KENNETH £4,111 £2,235 £180 £282 £6,808

BULL, STEPHEN £4,111 £4,270 £180 £503 £9,064

BURFOOT, SUSAN £4,111 £180 £23 £4,314

BURTON, DAVID £4,111 £180 £0 £4,291

CARTWRIGHT, BOB £4,111 £180 £0 £4,291

CATT, ALBERT £4,111 £4,270 £1,062 £9,443

CHAPMAN, DAVID £4,111 £0 £4,111

DONNELLY, THOMAS £4,111 £114 £135 £4,361

ELLIOTT, ANN £4,111 £180 £0 £4,291

FEARN, DAVID £4,111 £1,400 £180 £202 £5,893

FITZHERBERT, RICHARD £4,111 £180 £317 £4,608

FLITTER, STEVE £4,111 £59 £4,169

FREDERICKSON, DAVID £4,111 £180 £139 £4,429

FURNESS, CHRIS £4,111 £159 £763 £5,033

HORTON, NEIL £4,111 £862 £4,973

HUNT, CATHERINE £4,111 £1,409 £156 £547 £6,222

JENKINS, ANGUS £4,111 £0 £4,111

LEWER, ANDREW £4,111 £36 £4,147

LONGDEN, MICHAEL £4,111 £0 £4,111

MILLWARD, ANTHONY £4,111 £2,133 £180 £0 £6,424

MONKS, JEAN £4,111 £161 £392 £4,664

PURDY, GARRY £4,111 £2,133 £180 £0 £6,424

RATCLIFFE, IRENE £4,111 £1,750 £168 £0 £6,029

RATCLIFFE, MICHAEL £4,111 £168 £185 £4,464

ROSE, LEWIS £4,111 £10,325 £1,449 £15,885

SHIRLEY, ANDREW £4,111 £710 £270 £229 £5,320

SLACK, PETER £4,111 £112 £208 £4,431

STATHAM, ANDREW £4,111 £174 £0 £4,285

STEVENS, GEOFF £4,111 £7,090 £141 £2,146 £13,488

STEVENS, JACQUIE £4,111 £710 £0 £4,821

SWINDELL, COLIN £4,111 £0 £4,111

TILBROOK, PHILIPPA £4,111 £156 £138 £4,405

TIPPING, BARRIE £4,111 £90 £49 £4,250

TWIGG, JUDITH £4,111 £171 £317 £4,599

WALKER, CAROL £4,111 £4,194 £281 £8,586

WILD, JOANNE £4,111 £1,205 £180 £65 £5,560

£160,327 £46,447 £4,369 £10,966 £222,109

Co-Opted Members:

BRASSINGTON, JOSEPH £177 £0 £177

CHARLTON, JOANNE £54 £47 £101

HOOTON, STUART £59 £0 £59

JACKSON-HORNER, KEITH £90 £33 £123

THOMPSON, JOHN £13 £0 £13

£160,720 £46,447 £4,369 £11,046 £222,582
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